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Syntax
More Than Just Word Order 

Complexity

• He said that the eye and 
ears are “organs of 
extreme perfection and 
complication.

your eyes 
organs of 
extreme 

complexity  
and  

perfection

Complexity

• I hope you are impressed at how syntax 
is a Darwinian “organ of extreme 
perfection and complication.”

Harvard’s Steven Pinker

Main 🔑 Point 
Syntax is the study of phrase and sentence structure. As we 
look closely at syntax, we begin to see the exquisite 
complexity of language, a complexity seen in the diversity of 
the world’s languages, and a complexity that shows the 
uniqueness of human language.  

Syntax and Grammar Defined

• Syntax is: 

• “The component of grammar that 
arranges words into phrases and 
sentences.” 

• Grammar is  

• "a form of mental software. . . that has 
to inter-connect the ear, the mouth, 
and the mind three very different kinds 
of machines." 

Harvard’s Steven Pinker

Syntax Defined

• Morphology studies word structure.  

• Syntax studies sentence and phrase structure.  

• Syntax studies the rules for combining  words and phrases.

Syntax & Word Order

• We see perfection and complexity. 

• But basic syntax seems easy.  

• It’s about word order. SVO

S V O

The Professor adores tonkatsu

O S V

Darth, Maul not yourself you look
Too old for this I am getting

Quiz Each Other

1. What is syntax? Hint: It is the study of… 1. It is the study of phrase and sentence 
structure. 

Syntax & Word Order

• Yoda basically speaks OSV syntax.  

• Begun the clone war has.  

• Much to learn you still have.  

• Wonderful the mind of the child is. 

Syntax & Word Order

• The man bit the dog.  The dog bit the man.   

• Same words.  Different word order.  Word order changes meaning. 

• We call this configurational language.  

• (階層型言語 (かいそう がた げんご)

Syntax & Word Order
S V O

The man bites the dog

S V O

The dog bites the man

O S V

The dog the man bites

O S V

The man the dog bites

Syntax & Word Order

• What does word order do in Japanese? 

• 犬が男を噛みました。 

• 男を犬が噛みました。 

• 犬を男が噛みました。 

• 男が犬を噛みました。



Syntax & Word Order

• Non-Configurational Language 

• 非階層的言語｛ひ かいそう てき げんご｝  

• Taroo-ga Hanako-kara tegami-o moratta. 

• Taroo-ga tegami-o Hanako-kara moratta.  

• Tegami-o Hanako-kara Taroo-ga moratta. 

Syntax & Word Order

• Non-Configurational Language 

• 非階層的言語｛ひ かいそう てき げんご｝  

• Hanako-kara tegami-o Taroo-ga moratta.  

• Tegami-o Taroo-ga Hanako-kara moratta.  

• Tegami-o Hanako-kara Taroo-ga moratta.  

• Point: This is a flexible phrase structure, relatively free word order. 

Quiz Each Other

1. With a configurational language, what 
does word order do?  

2. Give an example. 

1. In a configurational language, word 
order changes meaning.  

2. Dog bites man. Man bites dog. 

Is she really speaking all these languages?

Syntax and Sense

• In the above video, the she spoke “ungrammatical nonsense.” 

• But because of syntax, we can speak “grammatical nonsense.”  

• Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.  

• In groups, please translate this sentence into another language.  

• We can separate syntax and sense. 

Syntax and Sense
• Lexical category 語彙範疇｛ごい はんちゅう｝

Adjective Adjective Noun Verb Adverb

Colorful red strawberries grow quickly

Colorless green ideas sleep furiously

Adjective Noun Verb Prep Noun

Big frogs jump over rocks

Microscopic giants fly under stones

Syntax and Sense

• Impress the professor.  

• The systemization of factual knowledge works toward the unanalyzed 
arbitrariness of early modern textuality.

Syntax & Inflections

• Latin is an inflectional language. 

• 屈折言語｛くっせつ げんご｝ 

• Word endings show relationships between words.   

• In Latin, mordet = bite; canis = dog; homo = man.   

• Add -em to the noun to make it the object.

Syntax & Inflections

Canis hominem mordet

Homo canem mordet

Hominem canis mordet

Canem homo mordet

Note: -em makes object. With these inflections word order is free.

Quiz Each Other

1. What is a key point about non-
configurational languages 1. Word order is relatively free. 

Complex Syntax
• Syntactic category 統語範疇/とうごはんちゅう

NP VP PP

名詞句 
めいしく

動詞句 
どうしく

前置詞句 
ぜんちし く

The tall funny man who was 
wearing one brown shoe

put the big red book that his 
mother bought for him 

on the brown table that has three 
legs and that cost $5.

Complex Onion Syntax

• Onion sentences make us cry because they put stress on memory.  

• You must hold the slices of the onion in memory till you get to the end. 

“Can you do 
addition?” the White 
Queen asked. “What’s 
one and one and one 
and one and one and 
one and one and one 
and one and one?” “I 
don’t know,” said 
Alice. “I lost count.” 
“She can’t do 
Addition,” the Red 
Queen interrupted.

So do onion sentences. 

The bird’s wing’s motion’s speed is amazing. 

Complex Onion Syntax

• The cheese was bad. 
• Rats were trying to eat the cheese 

• I saw some rats 
• The cheese that some rats I saw were trying to eat was bad. 

Complex Onion Sentence

• Right Branching 

• Amazing is the speed of the motion of the wing of the hummingbird.  

• Left branching 

• The hummingbird’s wing’s motion’s speed is amazing.  

• Onion 

• The speed that the motion that the wing that the humming bird has has 
has is amazing. 



The speed that the motion that the wing that the humming bird has has has is amazing. 

Complex Syntax

• Recursion (反復／はんぷく) 

• Conjoining (連接／れんせつ) 

• Embedding (埋め込み／うめこみ ).  

Complex Syntax

• Conjoining (連接／れんせつ) 

• I like coffee. 

• I like coffee, and I like cookies, so I eat and drink, but I got fat, for I ate 
and drank too much, so I went on a diet.

Complex Syntax 

• Pinker on Recursion 

• These rules embed one instance of a symbol inside another instance of 
the same symbol (here, a sentence inside a sentence). .   

• Recursion makes an infinite number of structures.

This is the cat. The cat ate the rat. The rat ate the cheese.
The cheese was in the house. Jack built the house.

This is the cat that ate the rat  that ate the cheese
that was in the house that Jack built.

Embedding

Complex Syntax Complex Syntax 

• Wilhelm Von Humboldt 

•  Language "makes infinite use of finite media."

Quiz Each Other

1. What is recursion? 1. A sentence in a sentence in a sentence. 

Complex Syntax

• Hauser, Chomsky, Fitch 

• The Faculty of Language in the Narrow Sense (FLN) 

• We hypothesize that FLN only includes recursion and is the only 
uniquely human component of the faculty of language.

Complex Syntax 

• Hauser, Chomsky, Fitch 

• Language has a limited set of elements  

• It can create an unlimited number of expressions. 

• Human language with recursion gives discrete infinity, like numbers. 

• We can always say another number.  

• We can always add or embed more words and phrases to a sentence. 

What happens  
when we use 

our native 
language as 

the pattern for 
teaching a  

second language?

Japanese Syntax

It would also be funny if we spoke English with Japanese syntax and prounuciation. 

先生は 授業の後で 生徒に 成績を 出した。

Sensei wa jugyo no atode seito ni seiseki wo dashita

The teacher after class to the students grades passed out.

Subject Adjunct Indirect Object Direct Object Verb

japaneseprofessor.com

Complex Syntax

• Agglutination: morphological derivation showing a one-to-one relation 
between morphemes and syntactical categories. 

• 膠着語 (こうちゃくご) agglutinative language 

• Combine causative (使役動詞--しえき), passive (受け身--うけ
み), or potential (られる), and conditional (たら) conjugations. 

Complex Sytax

• Japanese is agglutinative. 

• 日本語は膠着語である 

• 働かせられた. 働かせられたら. 

• If (subject) had been made to work. 

• 食べさせられたくなかった(ら) 

• (Subject) did not want to be made to eat. 

So What?

• Pinker 

• Learning doesn’t cause the complexity 
of the mind.  

• The complexity of the mind causes 
learning. 

• Syntax reveals the complexity of the 
human mind.

Harvard’s Steven Pinker


